CORE REVIEWER INTERFACE AREAS

Core Reviewer Interface
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Document View
Selector

Select which form of the current document
you would like to display in the viewer
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Viewer

Displays the current document in the selected form
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Navigation Bar

Browse through documents
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Layouts

Customizable coding forms for viewing and editing
a document’s fields
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Related Items Pane

Identify and act on documents related to the active
document
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Persistent
Highlight Sets

See the number of and jump to key terms

CORE REVIEWER INTERFACE TOGGLE OPTIONS
Displays the keyboard shortcuts legend
Enables and disables keyboard shortcuts
Shows/Hides the document list from the Core Reviewer Interface
Docks/Undocks the viewer from the Core Reviewer Interface
Flips the Viewer from the left side of the window to the right (or vice-versa)
Pops out a static standalone version of the Viewer
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Shows/Hides tab strip

NATIVE FILE VIEWER OPTIONS
Persistent Highlight Sets
Reset to default size
Locate terms within viewer
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Draft (draft version)
Normal (normal version)
Preview (print preview)
Fit to window (preview only)
Highlight within an image
Print the document
Moves to next or previous hit
Displays the viewer version number

TRANSCRIPT VIEWING OPTIONS (FOR TRANSCRIPTS ONLY)
Shows/Hides transcript word index
Shows/Hides right-click tag list on transcripts

Image Viewer
IMAGE VIEWER OPTIONS
Change view from 10-300%
Fit actual, fit width, and fit height
Rotate all pages (+) or one page 90 degrees clockwise
Print the current document with normal or transparent
redactions and annotations
Select within a document
Highlight within an image
Apply a solid black redaction
Apply a cross redaction
Apply a text redaction
Apply a white, bordless redaction
Apply an inverse redaction
Apply a full-page redaction on one or a range of pages;
multiple formatting options are available
Apply a redaction to multiple pages
Change the font size of a text redaction
Delete one or multiple redactions
Changes markup from visible, transparent, and hidden
(doesn’t delete redactions)

Displays the viewer version number

